
KS2 Curriculum Information – Term 3 

The following is an overview of the curriculum in the next term.  

Subject Skills, knowledge and understanding 

Reading and 

Writing   

Upper Key Stage 2 (year 5&6) 

Fiction: Key text – Varjak Paw by SF Said 

The children will Investigate the relationships between Varjak and key 

members of his family using drama and predict what might happen at different 

points in the story using reading inference. They will consider both sides of 

the case for the cats staying or leaving the old house and will write a 

persuasive argument. We will again touch on how the author creates tension 

and atmosphere and use these ideas to write an action/escape narrative 

extract.  

Toward the end of the unit we will look at some free verse and Haiku (cat 

themed) 

Other writing opportunities: 

 Summarise key arguments 

 Persuade a character to change their mind 

 Write a letter to ‘Society for the Protection of Rare Breeds’ detailing 

the sighting of a Mesopotamian Blue cat and asking for further 

information 

 Newspaper article ‘ The Outlaw Varjak Paw’ 

 An explanation of ‘The Skills’ 

 

Lower Key Stage 2 (year 3&4) 

Fiction: Aesop’s Fables by Michael Rosen 

 

Reading a wide range of fables, including Rosen’s Aesop’s Fables, children 

explore a dialogue through drama, debate moral messages and write letters 

in role. Children write their own fables, hold a festival and try them out on a 

live audience. Will they win rave reviews? 

 

Non Fiction: Various instruction and explanation texts 

 

Children will learn about instructions and explanations based around the 

glitzy world of the game show! They will learn about features of explanations 

before going on to write their own based on a game show with a special 

treat at the end! 

 

Spelling, 

punctuation 

and grammar 

Children are placed in spelling groups based on their spelling age and year 

group. In addition to the spelling work listed below, children will also be 

learning words from the lists given in the National Curriculum – known as 

the ‘Common Exception Words’ (CEW). At the start of the term, children 

will be assessed to check their knowledge of the previous year group’s CEW. 

Spelling rules being taught this term include:  

 

Y3/4 

Words ending in –ness and –ful 

Prefixes sub- and tele- 

Words ending –less and –ly  

The sound spelt ‘gu’ 

Words ending in –ture 

Y5/6 

Words spelt with ‘ei’ and ‘ie’                                  

Words ending ‘cial’ and ‘tial’  

Building words from Root words  

Words spelt with /I:/ ei sound     

Homophones ending ‘ce’ or ‘se’ 



Possessive apostrophes 

Error analysis 

Words ending ‘cious’ ‘tious’ 

Proofreading own and others’ work 

Weekly Common Exception Words 

 

Grammar and Punctuation:  

Upper Key Stage 2 (year 5&6) 

 

 prepositions  

 Relative clauses 

 Revision of main and subordinate clauses 

 Identify subject verb object in a sentence (as appropriate) 

 Identify the passive voice. Change the passive voice to the active 

and vice versa. Greater depth – select the passive voice to hide the 

agent or to shift focus to the object of an active sentence  

 Register/style (formal/informal story characters’ speech) 

 Organise written work appropriately (persuasive argument) 
Identify adverbs as modifying verbs 
 

Lower Key Stage 2 (years 3&4) 

 

 Recognise simple sentences 

 Recognise and revise compound and complex sentences 

 Use conjunctions to express time or cause 

 Revise use of dialogue punctuation 

 Use grammatical terminology specifically by beginning to recognise 

the concept of a verb and by choosing and using powerful verbs 

 Understand and use first and third person writing 

 Use and understand grammatical terminology 

 
 

Handwriting  Children in Year 3/4 will have a weekly handwriting lesson designed to 

improve letter formation and to practise joining strategies for different 

letters.  

 

Mathematics Upper key stage 2 (years 5&6)  

Our initial focus will be on measuring and calculating the perimeter and area 

of rectilinear shapes and of triangles and parallelograms. Year 6 will also look 

at calculating the volume of cuboids. 

Our second focus this term will be on fractions. This topic includes: 

 

 comparing and ordering fractions of increasing complexity 

 identifying and writing equivalent fractions including simplifying 

fractions where possible using common factors 

 adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions (and in Year 6 

mixed numbers) with both the same and different denominators 

 knowing the decimal equivalent for common fractions 

 

 

 



Lower key stage 2 (years 3&4)  

In Maths we will start by consolidating our work last term on multiplication 

and division. Afterwards we will be looking at measurements including length 

area and perimeter as well as converting between measurements. Finally we 

will begin to look at fractions and use them as numbers.  

Objectives for this term include 

 Measure, compare and add and subtract lengths (mm, cm, m) 

 Measure the perimeter of simple 2D shapes 

 Measure using the appropriate tools and units progressing to use 

mixed and simple equivalents of mixed units 

 Measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure in cm and 

m 

 Convert between different units of measurement km – m 

 Recognise and use fractions as numbers, unit fractions and non-unit 

fractions with small denominators 

 Recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete set of objects 

 Count up and down in tenths, recognising that tenths arise from 

dividing an object into ten equal parts 

 Solve problems using increasingly harder fractions to calculate 

quantities and fractions to divide quantities, including non-unit 

fractions 

Multiplication 

Tables 

Y3/4 Please help your child to learn their x tables - this is part of each child’s 

weekly homework. The curriculum target is that by the end of year 4, 

children should be able to recall multiplication facts up to 12x12.  

There is a weekly test and each child’s progress is recorded. 

 

Y5/6 Knowledge of times tables is essential for children in Year 5/6 who will 

be learning long methods of multiplication and division. They are also vital to 

calculating with, and simplifying, fractions. Please help your child to keep their 

tables knowledge up to date. 

 

Science  

This term the children will be learning about the Earth, Sun, Moon and Solar 

System. The older children will also be exploring how our solar system fits 

into the wider universe and what space exploration has advanced human 

knowledge of space. 

Humanities 

Topic 

 

In Topic lessons the children will be learning about the River Nile and 

Ancient Egypt. We will be exploring both historical and geographical features 

and making comparisons with the Nile and life in Egypt today.  The children 

will also be learning about the Pyramids and the Pharaohs including 

Tutankhamun. 

 

MFL 

(modern 

foreign 

languages) 

The children will be learning the names for the main parts of the body and 

colours. The children will start to write descriptions about themselves and 

others. 



RE 

 

What does it mean to be a Hindu in Britain today? 

The children will learn about how Hindus show their faith through rituals 

such as the Puja ceremony and through festivals like Diwali. We will consider 

the significance of light as a symbol in Hinduism and reflect on what is good 

about being a Hindu in Britain today? We will also as the children to consider 

if taking part in family and community rituals (both religious and non-

religious) is a good thing for individuals, communities and society as a whole. 

PE If your child uses and asthma inhaler, please ensure one is handed 

into the office. 

PE kit needs to be in school all week.  

The children need – shorts, T-shirt, socks (especially for girls wearing 

tights), trainers, jogging bottoms and fleece in case of a cold day.  

If your child uses their PE kit for an after school club or activity, please 

ensure it is returned to school before the next PE lesson.  Please note 

outdoor kit – so jogging bottoms and fleece/tracksuit tops will be 

needed for both Commando sessions and outdoor PE. 

 

This term: The children will be taking part in sessions run by Elite Force 

Commando and in these sessions they will do team building, respect and 

resilience work through physical activities. 

PE lessons this term will be skills for invasion games – hockey and tag rugby. 

PSHE Our theme for worship is Peace and we will be discussing and reflecting on 

what is peace, why it is important to individuals and nations. The religious 

significance of the concept of peace will be a focus. 

The children will also be learning about finance and using money. We will be 

thinking about how money is earned, saved, spent; what do banks do; using 

cards instead of cash; what it could mean to not have enough money; making 

wise money choices. 

Art/DT Art this term will be mainly related to our topic work on Ancient Egypt and 

the River Nile.  

Music and 

Drama 

This term drama will be used to develop the children’s understanding of the 

texts they study in English. 

The Children will be singing songs during French lessons to aid learning of 

specific vocabulary. They will also learn and sing Hymns for school Worship. 

Computing 

 

In computing this term, the children will be learning how to program using 

block programs including Scratch and Construct. We will be creating games 

as well as exploring other uses for this type of programming. Y5 and Y6 will 

also look at more complex programming using JavaScript and html elements. 

 

 

 

 

 


